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Safe Harbour Statement

This presentation has been prepared solely for use at this meeting. This material is given in conjunction with an oral presentation and should not be taken out of context. By attending the meeting where this presentation is held or accessing
this presentation, you agree to be bound by the following limitations.
This presentation has been prepared for information purposes only and the information contained herein (unless otherwise indicated) has been provided by Siemens Healthineers AG. It does not constitute or form part of, and should not be
construed as, an offer of, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or an invitation to subscribe for, underwrite or otherwise acquire, any securities of Siemens Healthineers AG or any existing or future member of the Siemens Healthineers Group (the
“Group”) or Siemens AG, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract to purchase or subscribe for any securities of Siemens Healthineers AG, any member of the Group or Siemens AG or with
any other contract or commitment whatsoever. This presentation does not constitute a prospectus in whole or in part, and any decision to invest in securities should be made solely on the basis of the information to be contained in a
prospectus and on an independent analysis of the information contained therein.
Any assumptions, views or opinions (including statements, projections, forecasts or other forward-looking statements) contained in this presentation represent the assumptions, views or opinions of Siemens Healthineers AG, unless otherwise
indicated, as of the date indicated and are subject to change without notice. All information not separately sourced is from internal company data and estimates. Any data relating to past performance contained herein is no indication as to
future performance. The information in this presentation is not intended to predict actual results, and no assurances are given with respect thereto.
The information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information contained herein
and no reliance should be placed on it. None of Siemens Healthineers AG or any of its affiliates, advisers, affiliated persons or any other person accept any liability for any loss howsoever arising (in negligence or otherwise), directly or
indirectly, from this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation. This shall not, however, restrict or exclude or limit any duty or liability to a person under any applicable law or regulation of any
jurisdiction which may not lawfully be disclaimed (including in relation to fraudulent misrepresentation).
This document contains statements related to our future business and financial performance and future events or developments involving Siemens Healthineers that may constitute forward-looking statements. These statements may be
identified by words such as “expect”, “forecast”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “seek”, “estimate”, “will”, “target” or words of similar meaning. We may also make forward-looking statements in other reports, in presentations, in
material delivered to shareholders and in press releases. In addition, our representatives may from time to time make oral forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on the current expectations and certain assumptions of
Siemens Healthineers’ management, of which many are beyond Siemens Healthineers’ control. As they relate to future events or developments, these statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and factors, including, but not
limited to those described in the respective disclosures. Should one or more of these risks, uncertainties or factors materialize, or should underlying expectations not occur or assumptions prove incorrect, actual results, performance or
achievements of Siemens Healthineers may (negatively or positively) vary materially from those described explicitly or implicitly in the relevant forward-looking statement. All forward-looking statements refer to the date when they were
made and Siemens Healthineers neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, unless required by law, to update or revise these forward-looking statements in light of developments which differ from those anticipated.
This document includes – in the applicable financial reporting framework not clearly defined – supplemental financial measures (financial key performance indicators) that are or may be alternative performance measures (non-GAAP
measures). These supplemental financial measures may have limitations as analytical tools and should not be viewed in isolation or as alternatives to measures of Siemens Healthineers’ net assets and financial positions or results of
operations as presented in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework in its half-year consolidated financial statements and consolidated financial statements. Other companies that report or describe similarly titled
alternative performance measures may calculate them differently, which may therefore not be comparable. Please find further explanations regarding our financial key performance indicators in the respective Annual Reports of Siemens
Healthineers under the following internet link https://www.corporate.siemens-healthineers.com/investor-relations/presentations-financial-publications .
Due to rounding, numbers presented throughout this and other documents may not add up precisely to the totals provided and percentages may not precisely reflect the absolute figures to which they refer.
The information contained in this presentation is provided as of the date of this presentation and is subject to change without notice.
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Diagnostics – Building from a leading position

Strong positions …

… in an attractive market

… with global scale

#2

€28bn+

300k+

Laboratory Diagnostics

Market Size2 (2018)

Global Installed Base3

#1

>5%

135+

Automation1

Market CAGR (2018 – 2023) 2

Number of Countries3

#2
Point-of-Care

1 Automation refers to installed base of track-based automation systems (TLA, 2019 BBC Annual IVD Market Book) |
2 2019 BBC Annual IVD Market Book in USD and calendar year, excludes Molecular Diagnostics | 3 Internal data
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Global healthcare trends are shaping
the evolution of diagnostics market

Bifurcation of the market
Increasing demand for
diagnostic tests

Customer pain points

Customer pain points

• Connectivity
• Fleet management
• Form factor / menu

• Productivity
• Space efficiency
• Staff shortage

Consolidation
and industrialization
Relative
growth
rates

Increased

clinical integration

1 POC = Point-of-Care, POL = Physician Office Lab

POC POL1
and Clinics

POC
Hospital

Small
Hospital Labs

Large
Hospital Labs

Reference
Labs
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Siemens Healthineers has the broadest portfolio in the
core lab and leading positions in key POC segments
Decentralized settings

Centralized settings

Connected point-of-care solutions

Automated, high throughput solutions

Digitalization

Dimension

Centaur

Immulite

Blood Gas

Urinalysis

Urinalysis

Atellica Solution

End-to-End Solutions
HbA1C

Cardiac

Informatics

Hematology

Automation/IT

Coagulation

Market segment leadership positions across a comprehensive and innovative portfolio
Automation1
1

Coagulation
1

Note: The products mentioned herein are not commercially available in all countries
1 Automation refers to installed base of track-based automation systems

1

Plasma
protein

Urinalysis
1

POC HbA1c
1
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Path to market growth and
expanding workflow leadership
Strategic focus areas
• Automated, high
throughput solutions
• Connected point-of-care solutions
• End-to-end solutions
• Data, Digitalization and AI

Workflow
excellence
Clinical
excellence

Roadmap for transition
and growth

Elevate
Expand

Grow
Diagnostics accelerating towards mid-single digit growth
…. by delivering
on the promise of Atellica

... by positioning
ourselves for the future

… with innovation
in workflow

• Manage product scale-up
and technology
• Optimize installation
processes
• Improve commercial
execution

• Expand range of Atellica
Solution to additional
segments
• Grow menu breadth and
depth
• Drive POC innovation for
market leadership

• Lead in workflow excellence
and Data, Digital and AI
• Supported with increase in
clinical value with unique
tests and near patient insight
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Atellica® Solution is our cornerstone to grow and achieve
leadership in the diagnostics market
Grow

Designed to meet evolving
needs of customers …
Highest immunoassay
productivity1

… with good uptake
in the market …

Expand

Elevate

… and tangible
customer impact

>35%
Overall competitive win rate

300+ customized configurations
to meet individual lab needs

Head-to-head wins vs. all major
competitors across every laboratory setting

73% less hands-on time4
Advanced automated workflow
to reduce manual interventions

>80%

33% fewer analyzers4

Mega Lab2 competitive win rate with TLA3

Seamless integration of emergency
and routine testing

The go-to solution for high volume,
sophisticated requirements

1 Based on tests per hour per square meter when compared to leading competitive modular immunoassay instrument | 2 Labs processing in excess of
~30k tubes/day | 3 TLA = Total Lab Automation |4 The outcomes obtained by individual Siemens Healthineers customers were realized in the customer’s
unique setting. Since there is no typical laboratory, and many variables exist, there can be no guarantee that others will achieve the same results

86% fewer operators4
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We will deliver new levels of productivity
with Atellica and digitalization of the clinical lab
Grow

Expand

Elevate

Guardian Program®
AI pattern recognition for predictive monitoring

Intelligent Service Assistant

Atellica Solution has
Artificial Intelligence built-in

Fast AI enabled troubleshooting

Drawer Vision System
Machine learning of 7,500 tube features for tube handling

Tube Characterization System
Deep learning that identifies tube and
adjusts aspiration to avoid jams
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We are rising to the challenge of delivering
game-changing innovation
Grow

Expand

There is a definitive action plan to
realize Atellica’s maximum potential

We are making clear progress and
realizing impact of our actions

Drive continuous improvement

45%

Elevate

Reducing overall service effort1

Optimize installation and go-live

47%
Streamlining implementation time2

Sharpen commercial execution

>35%
Maintaining overall competitive
win rate

1 Reduction in annualized cost of service support since April – June 2019 application of hardware and software updates (Data as of Oct 1, 2019) |
2 Improvement in implementation time of new installations since Q1 FY18
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Atellica Solution is the first step to expand
our position in the centralized lab
Grow

Improved sample
handling
Dimension

Urinalysis

Hematology

Centaur

Immulite

Atellica Solution

Automation/IT

Coagulation

Standardized
results

Mid-volume
integrated IA/CC

Workflow
Excellence

Expand

Elevate

Higher
productivity

Scalable IA/
CC solution
High volume
CC

Workflow
Excellence

Integrated sample
management suite

Clinical
Excellence

Clinical
Excellence
Assay
consolidation
Increased menu
breadth and depth

Clinical
innovation

Lead in
selected
disease
states
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In point-of-care, we will deliver innovation
to grow in the most attractive segments
Grow

Expand

Accuracy, confidence,
and outcomes

Optimized point-of-care
workflows

End-to-end cardiac
immunoassay testing

RP500e1 blood gas analyzer

POCcelerator 5.0

MiniCare2 (handheld)

1 Not commercially available in all countries; future availability cannot be guaranteed |
2 Under development and not yet commercially available; future availability cannot be guaranteed

Elevate
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Diagnostics has a strong starting position
to deliver the lab of the future
Grow

We will build on Diagnostics’
unique foundation and capabilities …

Workflow
leader

Expand

Elevate

… to elevate our performance and deliver
the Clinical Laboratory of 2025
Industrialized …
• “One touch” lab
• Multidisciplinary
• Consolidated menu

Digitalization
and AI pioneer

Digitally enabled …
• Advanced lab analytics
• AI-enabled operations
• Clinical decision support

Comprehensive,
scalable solution provider

Harmonized…
• Concordance from central lab
to point-of-care
• Data integration
• Continuity of care
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Diagnostics is on a solid path
to become a top-tier performer
Comparable revenue growth1

Roadmap for transition and growth
Mid-single-digit

Elevate
Expand
FY17

Grow

FY18

FY19

Mid-term

Adjusted profit margin2
…. by delivering
on the promise of Atellica

... by positioning
ourselves for the future

… with innovation
in workflow

Mid-teens

FY17
1 Y-o-y on a comparable basis; excluding translation and portfolio effects |
2 Adjusted for severance charges, in fiscal year 2018 additionally for IPO costs | Graphs: For illustrative purposes only

FY18

FY19

~2024
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Siemens Healthineers Headquarters
Siemens Healthcare GmbH
Henkestr. 127
91052 Erlangen
Germany
Phone: +49 9131 84-0
siemens-healthineers.com

Some solutions described are under development and not available for sale.
There future availability cannot be guaranteed
On account of certain regional limitations of sales rights and service availability, we cannot
guarantee that all products included in this presentation are available through the Siemens
sales organization worldwide. Availability and packaging may vary by country and are subject
to change without prior notice.
The customers cited are employed by an institution that might provide Siemens product
reference services, R&D collaboration or other relationship for compensation pursuant to a
written agreement.
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